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Today’s session:

•An overview of how the media works
•What makes a good story
•Tips for handling an interview
•Tips for writing a press release
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Who we are
Dr. Caitlin Kight

oAuthor
o Editor
oRadio show host
oPublic speaker
o Scicomm event organizer
o@specialagentCK

Kelly Preece

o Journalist
oBlogger
oOER creator
oPublic Speaker
o Filmmaker
oPerformance 

maker
o@Preece_Kelly
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How the media works
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Exercise – 5 mins
Write a paragraph that summarises your 
research.
•Make sure you language is clear, concise 
and accessible
•Consider your audience
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What the press office does
• Read research articles accepted for publication in a 

journal
• Decide if it has potential to make the headlines
• Work with researcher and collaborators to write a 

press release
• Help researcher prepare for interviews
• Distribute press release to local, national and 

international journalists 
• Respond to journalists’ questions 
• Work with colleagues on film, social media, web, etc.
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‘Wondered if you can help?’
1. I'm doing a piece on learning styles and revision for a Guardian Postgrad 
supplement.

Would you have anyone I could speak to? - best revision tips, how to organise 
week, what sort of learning style best suits, etc

2. Also, I'm looking for someone on a postgrad course who would be happy to 
talk about how they learn. Maybe they've discovered they like getting up at 
dawn, or going for a run between revision sessions, or maybe they learn mind 
maps? Something that works for them?? 

Deadline is Monday. ‘
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What do journalists want?

•The truth? 
•A good story
•Controversy
•You - human/expert 
voice
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What do researchers want?
• Change public perceptions or behaviour
• Promote your research
• Secure future funding (make research councils 

aware of your work)
• Impact on government policy
• Raise the profile of your organisation
• Call for study participants
• Promote public understanding of research and 

reach new audiences
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What does the public want in a 
story?
• Things that affect me
• Things that make me feel something 

(dear, amusement, sympathy, anger)
•Oh, I didn’t know that!
•Good storytelling

Tim Gordon, ‘Helping Nemo Find Home’ --
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=eixMvMdF
_cg&list=PLe8vyktlR0b00r1WQtm8LGWx1QZZ5p
kI6

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=eixMvMdF_cg&list=PLe8vyktlR0b00r1WQtm8LGWx1QZZ5pkI6
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Good news:
You already know how to tell a good story 

Bad news:
You may (sometimes) fail to use this skill
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Exercise: Which of the following would you say?
Which of the following would you say?

You’ll never guess what… blueberries give you superpowers!
Or

You’ll never guess what… according to recent research by scientists 

at the University of Exeter, consuming blueberries can give human 

males and females abilities which defy scientific explanation.  
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“This study purports there is higher ambient UVvitd

when settlement is situated closer to the coast in 
Britain”

“People who live near the coast see more sunshine”

Language: concise, simple, clear
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Exercise – 2 mins
Review the paragraph you wrote at the 
beginning.
•Does it tell a story?
•Is the language concise, simple, and 
clear?
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Tips for handling an interview
•Sometimes the detail is the story, and sometimes 

you need to let go and not be a researcher 
•Boil your research down to a few key bullet/talking 

points
•Memorise them, know them 
•Make sure you answer the question, but use segues 

to redirect your answers back to your talking points
•Anticipate questions in advance, and consider how 

to bring your answers back to your talking points
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Exercise – 3 mins

Take your research summary paragraph 
and extract the top 3 talking points that 
you would want to return to in an 
interview.
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Exercise: practice – 6 mins
In pairs, take turns interviewing each other. Practice repeatedly 
bringing your conversation back to the talking points – see how 
often you can legitimately repeat the same thing! 

Potential interview questions:
• Where and why did you come up with the idea for that?
• How did/will you do that research?
• What does this research project mean for the average person?
• How is this new/different from what’s been done before?
• What are the next steps?
• More questions:

o http://www.fromthelabbench.com/from-the-lab-bench-science-blog/2015/9/11/help-im-
interviewing-a-scientist-what-do-i-ask

o https://www.nature.com/scitable/blog/scholarcast/what_makes_a_good_science/

http://www.fromthelabbench.com/from-the-lab-bench-science-blog/2015/9/11/help-im-interviewing-a-scientist-what-do-i-ask
https://www.nature.com/scitable/blog/scholarcast/what_makes_a_good_science/
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How to write a press release
Not every paper will make the headlines – what works?

• Topical (current, popular, what are people talking 
about)
• Relevant (something people can relate to)
•Unusual (quirky, curious, different)
• Timely (at the same time as related news, weather, 

holidays)
•Human interest (love, life, death, health, family, work, 

etc.)
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Inverted triangle of news writing – the opposite of paper 
or essay writing:

Start with main findings: 
Who, what, when, where, why, how?

Important detail and quote

Other / background
information

How to write a press release



Since the implementation of UK health surveillance in 1959 the incidence of 
Pneumoconiosis has experienced a substantial decline. However there is 
evidence to suggest that Pneumoconiosis is on the increase. The Health and 
Safety Executive reports that there were 252 estimated new cases of 
pneumoconiosis seen by chest physicians in 2013 compared with an average 
of about 180 per year over the last decade. Her majesty’s Inspectorate of 
Mines considers excessive working hours to be the most significant factor 
leading to the increase of Pneumoconiosis in certain collieries. Without 
mining all modern transportation, manufacture and commerce would cease 
worldwide. Mines can be hazardous environments and the possibility of 
significant morbidity has the potential to simultaneously affect a large 
number of people. Increasingly stringent health, safety and environmental 
regulations, together with rapid technology advances, have resulted in 
enormous improvements in pneumoconiosis, however miners remain 
vulnerable to occupational ill health and injuries including in UK mines. 
Pneumoconiosis is a lung disease caused by the inhalation and retention in 
the lungs of dusts, and has been found to be the largest contributing hazard 
of work based mortality in the UK. The disease causes scarring and 
inflammation of the lung tissue and it is an irreversible condition with no 
cure. Symptoms include, shortness of breath, persistent cough, fatigue, 
laboured and rapid breathing, and chest pain. These can seriously affect 
normal daily activity and lead to various complications which can be fatal. 
There is usually a long delay of more than 10 years between first exposure to 
dust and the onset of symptoms of these diseases, though the disease process 
itself may start sooner than this if dust exposures are high. To prevent new 
cases of pneumoconiosis it will be important to address working hours and 
shift patterns and individual behaviour of those at risk.
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Pneumoconiosis cases are rising

High working hours are to blame

This is a lung disease

It has no cure and can be fatal

Overworking in the UK’s mines could be responsible for a rise 
in cases of an incurable and potentially fatal lung disease. 







“

“

“We’ve discovered an increase in cases 
of pneumoconiosis over recent years, 
but we think changes in working hours 
and shift patterns could help to reduce 
people’s risks.” 
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Exercise (in your own time)
Look back at your paragraph and your talking points. 
How should you best arrange the facts so that they 
are in the appropriate order for a press release? Re-
order them and add in any missing details that may 
be needed to complete the story.
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Tweet your research
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Any questions?
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Contact Us

• Caitlin:
oC.R.Kight@exeter.ac.uk
o@specialagentck

• Kelly: 
oK.Preece@exeter.ac.uk
o@Preece_Kelly

Contact the Press Office

• Exeter: pressoffice@Exeter.ac.uk
• Bath: press@bath.ac.uk
• Bristol: press-office@Bristol.ac.uk
• Plymouth: 

publicrelations@Plymouth.ac.uk

• ESRC: press@ukri.org
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